
 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

The NOVEMBER FUNDING BULLETIN – ALBERTA BUDGET!  

Stimulating the New Economy! 
Rather than the Alberta Government's continuing to provide fiscal stimulus to accelerate 
Alberta's rapidly growing New Economy, it has pulled the Alberta Investor Tax Credit, the Capital 
Investment Tax Credit, the Community Economic Corporation Tax Credit, the Interactive Digital 
Media Tax Credit, the Alberta SR&ED programs, and, reduced Alberta Innovates' budget by a little 
under $100M along with job cuts. 
 
What this means is the $50,000 or $60,000 that comes back from tax credits via SR&ED or AITC 
prevents a small technology company from hiring an engineer, a software or firmware specialist 
and any other number of specialized skills to move the tech company forward.  
  
When it comes to capital projects - the elimination of the AITC and CITC is a real blow to the 
technology sector as a whole and a real blow to the energy sector's adoption of clean tech and 
advanced technologies for increased efficiencies / increased productivity - this little bit of 
leverage has vanished thereby delaying or stopping new facility development / facility expansion. 
  
  
Funding for innovation via Alberta Innovates grant programs will become that much more highly 
competitive. Also, look for streamlining of the Alberta Innovates grant programs. 
 
The Ministry Outcomes for Economic Development and Trade and Tourism's are to 1) support 
entrepreneurs and drive growth and job creation 2) investment is attracted, retained and 
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expanded in Alberta and trade is grown, 3) optimize the innovation system to support economic 
growth, and, 4) a strong tourism industry creates jobs and economic growth. By pulling the tax 
credits, Ministry Outcomes 1 to 3 will be more difficult to achieve without the New Economy's 
participation.        
  
Many businesses are not generating enough revenue to pay for their operating expenses, have 
laid off staff, have mounting debt, and, may also be borrowing to stay afloat - and worse yet, a 
good number of businesses have closed their doors. The energy and agriculture sectors have 
been hit hard - with good news this week with pork/beef sales opening up with China and canola 
yet to go. And good news yesterday with the energy sector!  
  
In turn, Albertan families are borrowing to meet everyday expenses due to unemployment / 
underemployment - all due to the downturn. Alberta is in its 5th year of recession that started 
with falling world oil prices at the end of 2014. The downturn is exacerbated by Alberta's not 
being able to get our energy resources to tidewater due to lack of pipeline capacity. 
  
The Calgary Foundation's Vital Signs 2019 Report indicates "Three quarters of Calgarians are 
experiencing stress due to personal finances." And worse yet, "47% of Calgarians rate our ability 
to afford the basic necessities as Poor, Below Average or Average". "Only half of Calgarians feel 
their ability to find suitable employment is good."  As in Calgary, as in Alberta.  
  
Contrast the Province's initiatives to Calgary Economic Development's Calgary in the New 
Economy initiative to 1) foster tech talent, 2) become Canada's leading innovation system by 
creating the Calgary Innovation Corridor, 3) accelerating urbanization / connectivity, and, 4) 
deploying initiatives to facilitate business development and growth. WOW - LET'S DO MORE OF 
THIS!    
 
CED's initiatives will not only positively accelerate growth and job creation in the New Economy - 
they will impact every sector in this Province to become more productive, greener and more 
globally competitive. Our energy sector will become more competitive as it transitions to offering 
an oil/renewable mix the world requires in order to prosper while at the same time adhering to 
Climate Change reduction targets.  
 
The world needs energy and the demand for oil will not be going away in the near term. Right 
now, it's a race to be first to provide the oil/renewable mix that the world wants and needs today 
- this is what our exciting, persevering energy, clean tech and enabling businesses are addressing. 
The energy sector and the technology sector are on board, but is our Alberta Government? 
 
The Alberta Government needs to take a step forward by supporting the dynamic economic 
growth of our New Economy. It starts with 1) re-instating the tax credits 2) topping up Alberta 
Innovates funding with $100M as per the 2018-2019 budget and possibly more funding, 3) 
incorporating parts of CED's approach designed via a provincial view, and, 4) collaborating with 
CED and like initiatives to magnify economic growth.          
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This is the 5th year of a painful recession for most businesses. The UCP government can 
effectively address financial hardship, champion our Alberta Advantage, prudently reduce debt, 
ensure for education and health of Albertans, and, fuel the dynamic growth of the New Economy. 
YES! 
  
This tiny tax credit investment taken from a $57B Budget with a deficit of $7B is part of today's 
solution to reduce/eliminate future deficits. This tiny investment was $90M for the AITC over 3 
years and the CITC was capped at 10% with a maximum of $70 million in credits based on $700 
million of eligible capital investment. A tiny, tiny investment of $160M over 3 years in the rapidly 
growing New Economy will have a multiplier effect 5X, 10X, 15X, 20X 100X! Jobs, Jobs, Jobs and 
Good Jobs! 
 
Our Premier stands up for Alberta. These few adjustments to the Budget will lead to new hires, 
increased revenues, increased taxes and reduced government debt. And, allow Albertans to get 
back to work - reduce their debt and start spending a bit. This is a Plan for Jobs and the Economy 
that will work - stimulating a growth sector works! 
 
ERA & EEA results are the forerunners of creating prosperity in Alberta via supporting the New 
Economy. With $557M invested to date, ERA projects have supported an average of 1,500 jobs 
annually in Alberta from 2011 to 2023, with a total cumulative impact of over 18,000 person-year 
jobs. ERA projects have added more than $2.0B to Alberta's GDP, and $2.7B to the nation as a 
whole with reduction of 42.7M tonnes of GHG by 2030. With EEA - $850M in GDP has been 
created, $692M in energy savings, and, 5.7M GHG tonnes avoided. Literally billions of GDP has 
been created and reinstating the tax credits is part of the formula for stimulating growth.   
  

Stimulating the Energy Sector!  
Tremendous news from Energy Minister Sonja Savage yesterday "The Drilling Sector cannot wait 
for a slow end to curtailment."  No truer or compassionate words could ever be said!  Finally, 
workers can get back to work! It must be such a relief to all families involved directly and 
indirectly in oil production - and in addition it is estimated that 145 jobs will be created with each 
new well.  And, impacting positively on the growth of all sectors in Alberta and more specifically 
the innovation edge supplied by the New Economy.   
 
On another note, Bev Dahley of UofC's School of Public Policy states that their econometric model 
shows that Alberta's corporate tax cuts will increase real per capita GDP to 2.5% by 2022 and 
6.5% by 2029 with employment increases approximately 58,000 in 2022 and 172,000 by 2029!  
(Nov 2nd Calgary Herald, Page A19)  We don't know under what scenarios this is true as most 
businesses have a lot of debt to pay back..... but good news - more good news and good news for 
the New Economy too.  
 
Alberta is turning a corner!  It's a dancing in the streets time for Alberta!  We've turned the 
corner!  Reinstating the tax credits will top it all off! 
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ABOUT FUNDING  

ERA ANNOUNCEMENT: ERA is accepting applications under its new $50M Natural Gas Challenge 
deadline submission December 19th.  Call for assistance as you may require! 

NSERC ALLIANCE ANNOUNCEMENT: Intended for conducting natural science or engineering 
research that addresses unmet societal needs or connecting partner organizations willing and 
able to overcome existing barriers to address these challenges. Option 1 applications will be open 
on Dec 2nd for over $30,000 annually, and, Dec 11th between $20,000 and $30,000 
annually. Option 2 applications requesting support for up to 90% or 100% of the costs of the 
project will be accepted in early 2020. Call for assistance as you may require! 
 
DICE ANNOUNCEMENT - $1.8M in funding up to $200,000 per project CFP for January 3rd - Call 
for assistance as you may require!  DICE 
 

EVENTS! 

-        Inventures 2020 tickets are on sale - at a very good price if you buy now. 
-        Check out the Life Sciences Start Up Fellowship deadline Nov 12th - but still call!     
-        Start Up Calgary's Innovation Week - Nov 12 - Nov 16. 
-        Foresight X Platform Calgary Cleantech Accelerator - Cohort 2 will open in January 2020.  
 

Overview - 140! Federal & Alberta Funding Programs   
The Overview is updated on a continual basis with every publication of the Funding Bulletin - 
check out Learning More About Innovation Funding.  All of this information can be found on the 
internet but why work so hard doing the research yourself? By reviewing the Overview you'll 
become quickly acclimatized to the funding landscape. With a consultation with me you'll be able 
to narrow down your options and start preparing a Grant Strategy leading to preparing funding 
submission(s). Save your valuable time, make it easy!  
 

For Today - Best Regards & Be in Touch! Eileen Ashmore, MBA, CMC Management 

Consultant - Technology Funding Specialist 403 252 0799 

eileenashmore@strategictimelines.com 

HOW IS YOUR TECHNOLOGY BUSINESS BEING FUNDED? 

Having difficulty deciphering which innovation funding programs are right for your company? Or, 
are you seriously looking at preparing a funding submission? Does your business have a winning 
grant strategy for securing innovation funding?  If not, you need one in this competitive 
environment.  It starts with becoming oriented to the innovation funding landscape by building 
your company's individualized grant strategy to match your project requirements with available 
funding options. Next is to execute on the grant strategy and prepare the funding submissions - 
there are 3 positioning strategies that you need to know about that will maximize your chances of 
securing innovation funding.  Strategic Timelines works with you to prepare funding submissions 
with compelling positioning strategies to significantly increase your opportunity for securing 
funding, financing and/or investment. Call today for insight and strategies.  

Too Beautiful Not to Share!     
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https://albertainnovates.ca/programs/digital-innovation-in-clean-energy-dice/
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?t=kxbvhu4ab.0.0.qn6yh9cab.0&id=preview&r=3&p=https%3A%2F%2Finnovatecalgary.com%2Fls-fellowship-program%2F
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?t=kxbvhu4ab.0.0.qn6yh9cab.0&id=preview&r=3&p=https%3A%2F%2Ffiles.constantcontact.com%2F0b57c74b001%2F22978eda-a6f5-4dd2-80f4-acd2129b08ba.docx
mailto:eileenashmore@strategictimelines.com
https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&thid=AMMS_6bbcbe64b5df7789daa9824f8d58897b&mediaurl=http%3A%2F%2Fsuedafrika-news.de%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2009%2F09%2Fgreenpoint.jpg&exph=796&expw=1024&q=Cape+Town+South+Africa&selectedindex=0&stid=cc33fb0f-11af-0f77-4d33-216c57f0cc9c&cbn=EntityAnswer&ajaxhist=0&id=cc33fb0f-11af-0f77-4d33-216c57f0cc9c&vt=0

